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God’s House by John D Trudel 

 

“If Jack’s theory was right, when a codetext fit couldn’t be easily found, this system allowed insertion of 

a plaintext word. No intelligence professional would ever do such a thing. It was laughably crude – the 

equivalent of a Captain Midnight decoder ring a kid might find in a cereal box – but it might have 

worked.” God’s House, Chapter 25 

The shadowy world of intelligence and counter intelligence is a myriad of super-secret agencies, some 

government, and some private industry. All have one thing in common, to be bigger, more resourceful 

and more powerful than the next guy. Enter the world of Jack Donner. 

God’s House by John Trudel, is a smart and authentic narrative of the 21st century world of super-secret 

intelligence. A complex and hidden world decided more from a spy satellite or drone than from a 

swashbuckling agent. But wait! Jack Donner is old school and has seen and done it all. Officially on the 

books as a retired contractor for the US Air force, Jack is an “overseas consultant.” The advent of a new 

and powerful energy source is being tested when things go terribly wrong. Jack makes it out and back to 

the USA but loses his protectorate. This is where things go into hyper-drive.  

A conspiracy going the way of the UN coupled with a super-rich corporate raider and a Mega–church are 

just the right ingredients to produce an intense and harrowing tale of betrayal and murder. In the mix 

every step of the way is Jack Donner. Jack is not James Bond or Mac Gyver. Jack is human and fallible.  

He is a regular guy doing an extra ordinary job. Jack is, however, capable and if he plays it just right, he 

may just make it out alive. With the interest of securing the energy source and potential weapon for the 

US, Jack fights against a variety of super-villains and counter intelligence, as well as the super 

bureaucracy of his own government. The overlapping and often competing roles of the various federal 

agencies is highlighted and satirized. 

How does it all come out? Read God’s House by John Trudel and find out. The story will sweep you up 

and put you into the operation all the way. If you are into “eyes only,” “hard returns,” and “ADP system 

security” and want to go along for ride of a lifetime, buckle up because Jack Donner takes all the curves 

at speed. 
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